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THE STORY
Kira and Isabel are time traveling adventurers.
From Dinosaurs to the Digital Age, they have
seen it all in their custom-built Time Machine!
But one day the unthinkable occurred; they
careened into a rip in the space-time continuum
and their vehicle was split in two. Kira and
Isabel were jettisoned off to different places in
space and time!
Now you, the players, will collectively take on
the role of Isabel. Sift through the wreckage
of the machine and figure out how to restore
it to working order.

THE RULES
1. Your machine was badly damaged in the crash
and doesn’t have much electricity left. You’ll need
to get it in working order and reach out to Kira
within the next 75 minutes or you will be stuck in
your current time and never see her again.
Start your timer when you lift the STOP panel.
2. The time machine was precisely built and perfectly
calibrated. You won’t need to force anything.
Things will open when they are meant to open.

TIPS
1. You are collectively sharing Isabel’s brain here,
so work together.
2. It’s best to solve everything in order.
3. You’ll need a pen or pencil and some scratch paper.
4. If you get stuck, check for hints on
escaperoominabox.com.

INTRO FRONT

INTRO BACK

NOTE TO KIRA
dear kira,
i miss yo. we had so many plans to dicover the screts
behind all of humanity. we deamed and built
invntions, travele time and space. we achieved goals
and created new ones. ut, now, i hve only one oal:
to reunie with yu. i hope omewhere you ar trying to do
the sme. i hope you ae having a bit better luck.
i have never felt suh fear as when our time macine
was ripped apart. ow i am fcusing on wha to do nxt:
reuilding the mchine and onnecting and finding
my way bac to you. perhaps a list will help me
check everything:
must fix my time machine by:
- correctly placing the four diodes based on my notes.
there are so many different letters and numbers and
arrows and wires and objects… but not all
elements are for every puzzle.
- use those four diode locations to determine switch
orientations (up, down or center)
once my console is repaired, i will communicate
with you. hopefully we can find each other again.
farewell for now. my only wish is to one day
hand this letter to you.
isabel

BRAIN WARMER-UPPER:
NEED: blank paper, pencil, one other thing…

DIODE LOCATION 1:

Column Column
One
Two

I think the clue for this is somewhere
in this note? Then, I can place ONE
diode in the correct row in either
column one or column two.
See Fixing the Console for further
instructions.

9
8
7

FIRST DIODE
LOCATION
Column Row

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Now on to Second Diode Location.

Gather: Instructions, Location Readings, World Map, Ruler, Console, Object Tiles.

LETTER FRONT

LETTER BACK

DIODE LOCATION 2
WHERE AM I?
NEED: Location readings, World Map, Ruler, Console, Wires on Object Tiles.
*Remember – objects on tiles should always be oriented upright
(see “Fixing The Console”)
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Now on to Third Diode Location.

Gather: Instructions, Tempor-a-meter, Tempor-a-meter Readings,
Time Map, Console, Object Tiles.

DIODE LOCATION 3
WHERE AM I?
NEED: Tempor-a-meter, Tempor-a-meter Readings, Time Map (Time
Period, LETTERS), Console, Object Tiles (red wire, objects, arrows)
*Don’t forget objects on tiles must stay upright. (see “Fixing The Console”)
**The number 1 or 2 always refers to the column. Other number is row.

object tiles control our
travel through time.
will need to:
– search everywhere for current
tempor-a-meter gauges and compar
e
to other eras to learn current tim
e.
– red wire was time. so, leave tiles with
red wire on console. remove the
rest.
– to truly cover time, i must place all
objects on console in a meaning
ful
way. each row and column should
have only one of each.
plate statue
bottle jewelry
any one will do (i.e. if i need a
plate,
any tile with a plate is fine).

THIRD DIODE
LOCATION
Column Row

*Note – only the
red wire stays
connected, the
rest can all be
disconnected.
Place console
on current time.
What column and
row does this
POINT me to?

Now on to Fourth (Final) Diode Location. See reverse.

Gather: Console, Object Tiles.

DIODES FRONT

DIODE LOCATION 4
THE FINAL FRONTIER
NEED: Console, Object Tiles
If reordered correctly the numbered
objects should tell me my next step:

Bottles
Plates
Jewelry
Figures
Non-Human Creatures
Warrior
Worker

2

1

Metal
Mythical

FIND A WORD TO DESCRIBE
WHAT IS ON EACH TILE
F

TILE 1

TILE 2

Location of the fourth diode?

FOURTH DIODE
LOCATION
Column Row

Go to “Fixing the Console”
Follow the instructions and use the 4 Diode Locations to…

Fix the Console!

DIODES BACK

FIXING THE CONSOLE
ing my time machine
didn’t want anyone activat tad cryptic but
ea
by accident, so my notes ar
i remember this:
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- four clues four diode lo
to bottom will determine
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right to activate machine.
switch positions from left to

– Figure out column and row for each diode.
– Any 1 or 2 ALWAYS refers to the column.

Column Column
One
Two
Place diodes on console.
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Rows

Orient objects on
tiles upright:

9

Then, console goes on
time machine.
1. Each diode matches to ONE
arrow or dash in the
corresponding position.
2. That arrow or dash is the switch
position (up, center, down).
3. Diodes top to bottom indicate
switch positions left to right.
Remember,
columns are
important when
looking at
arrows.
*These arrows
are only for the
last step to fix
this darn thing.

FIXING FRONT

FIXING BACK

LOCATION
READINGS:

LOCATION READINGS FRONT
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LOCATION READINGS BACK

TEMPOR-A-METER READINGS
FROM DIFFERENT ERAS

here andials,
search everywca
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everythin
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on the tempor-aadings below:
compare to the re

TEMPORA READINGS FRONT
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TEMPORA READINGS BACK
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YOU
WIN!
The time machine
is working!

YOU WIN FRONT

kira! i fixed my half of the time machine! now,
you and i must communicate through some
technology that will allow us to see and
speak with each other, even though we are
apart. though, of course, we cannot show
each other the paper puzzles or we’ll interfere
with the space-time continuum. the machine
and its parts should be safe to share.
my suspicion is that with both of our time
machines only at half capacity there is only
one place in all of space and time to which we
can both travel. we’ll need information from
both machines in order to fill in every
blank below.

but, enough writing. we should speak.
i will call you post haste. let us meet at:
city

second
day

minute

month

hour

am

year

once we have this figured out, enter the
information at www.escaperoominabox.com
so we can be reunited!
NOTE: You MUST be in contact with someone who
has Kira’s game* to proceed. You’ll need the papers
from inside the time machine, the maps, and the
non-paper parts from this game.
*Game Sold Separately.

YOU WIN BACK

WHAT YEAR?
to find the year we can both travel to,
i’ve been watching the monitor, but i’m
only getting fragments of images:
an emer ald? l?
a limousine at a funera
mars?
a banana?

does that mean anything to you?

WHAT YEAR FRONT
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WHAT YEAR BACK

WHAT DAY?

BINARY CODE

kir a,
nt of your
ays said about the fro
remember what you alw
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,
see
numbers you

WHAT DAY FRONT
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WHAT MINUTE?

out –
my machine printed thtois yo
u?
e
ns
se
does it make
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WHAT MINUTE BACK

